Directions to the St Luke’s Campus
By car
From the M5
• Leave the M5 at Junction 29, signed Exeter Airport.
• At the traffic lights at the end of the motorway off slip road, turn right onto the B3015, signed City

Centre. Go straight over at the first roundabout onto Honiton Road; Honiton Road Park & Ride will
be on your left. Pass under the railway bridge and go straight over at the roundabout.
• At the traffic lights fork right, signed Heavitree/City Centre. Stay on this road until it becomes Fore
Street (Heavitree) and you reach the shopping parade at Heavitree. At the traffic lights at the top of
the hill, just after the Catholic Church on your right, fork left into Magdalen Road.
• Go straight over at the traffic lights, signed University (St Luke’s). The St Luke’s Campus
Magdalen Road entrance is approximately 500 metres on the right. Please note that visitors may
park in Magdalen Road Car Park only if they have a daily parking permit provided by the University.
Permits must be obtained in advance from the relevant School. Visitors without permits are advised
that the nearest public car park is at The Triangle, off Heavitree Road.
• For the public car park take the following route from Fore Street (Heavitree). At the traffic lights at
the top of the hill, fork right into Heavitree Road. Go straight over at the traffic lights, and past the St
Luke’s Campus Heavitree Road entrance on your left opposite the police station. Continue on
Heavitree Road and the car park is on the right before the roundabout.

From the East via A303/A30
After the junction with the M5 (J29) follow the signs for Exeter Business Park. The route then follows
the directions given under 'From the M5'.

From the West via the A30
If you are unfamiliar with Exeter or are traveling at peak times, when this route can be
congested, we recommend that you join the M5 and follow the instructions from Junction 29.
• Alternatively, leave the A30 at the Dawlish and Marsh Barton turning. Turn left at the large

roundabout into Alphington Spur (A377), which becomes Alphington Road. Continue on this road
until the large Exe Bridges roundabout; Riverside Leisure Centre is on your left.
• Take the fourth exit into Western Way (B3212), signed inner bypass. At the third set of traffic lights,
go straight over onto Magdalen Street (inner bypass). At the left-hand bend take the right lane and
turn right into Magdalen Road. Go straight over at the traffic lights adjacent to the Mount Radford
Public House. The St Luke’s Campus Magdalen Road entrance is on your left. Please note that
visitors may park in Magdalen Road Car Park only if they have a daily parking permit provided by
the University. Permits must be obtained in advance from the relevant School. Visitors without
permits are advised that the nearest public car park is at The Triangle, off Heavitree Road.
• For the public car park take the following route from Western Way. Follow the inner bypass until

you reach the first roundabout outside the bus station. Take the fourth exit onto Heavitree Road.
After about 100 metres, follow the signs to the car park on your left. The St Luke’s Campus
Heavitree Road entrance is on the right-hand side of Heavitree Road within walking distance of
the car park.

